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In the 1st quarter of 2022, WIUP-FM continued to present a varied schedule of both recorded and live 
public information programming dealing with issues of national, regional and local interest. 
 
WIUP-FM broadcasts the nationally syndicated news and current events program Democracy Now!, 
Monday through Friday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.  Democracy Now! is a national, daily, independent, 
award-winning news program hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez.  
Democracy Now!’s War and Peace Report provides our audience with access to people and perspectives 
rarely heard in the US corporate-sponsored media, including independent and international journalists, 
ordinary people from around the world who are directly affected by US foreign policy, grassroots 
leaders and peace activists, artists, academics and independent analysts. 
 
During a regularly scheduled public information programming hour – Monday through Friday from 8 
a.m. to 9 a.m. – WIUP presented an array of programs dealing with issues of interest to both the 
academic and non-academic communities we serve.  Descriptions of the nature of each program and the 
topics covered is follows in this document. 
 
WIUP-FM broadcasts a minimum of twenty recorded public service announcements per broadcast day.  
These announcements benefit local, regional and national public service and information organizations 
and agencies.  The complete audio cart listing of all our recorded Public Service Announcements is 
included within this document. 
 
In addition to recorded public service announcements, WIUP-FM broadcasts twenty live-read 
announcements per broadcast day.  A listing of the agencies and organizations served by these 
announcements is included within this document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



White House Chronicle 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

Impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on the U.S. economy 
March 26, 2022 
 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello discuss the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
on the U.S. economy with Steve Odland, President and CEO of The Conference Board, and Clinton 
Vince, Chair of the U.S. Energy Practice of Dentons. 
 
European energy outlook after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
March 5, 2022 
 
Host Llewellyn King discusses the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Europe with Suriya 
Jayanti, Managing Director of Eney, and Kostis Geropoulos, Energy and Russian Affairs Editor of New 
Europe. 
 
The sociology of entrepreneurship 
February 26, 2022 
 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello discuss the making of “technopolises” and 
entrepreneurship and self-help among Black Americans with John Sibley Butler, entrepreneur and 
professor of sociology and management at the University of Texas at Austin. 
 
The fight against inflation 
February 19, 2022 
 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello talk to Steve Odland, President and CEO of The 
Conference Board, about rising inflation and the fight to tame it. 
 
Challenges ahead for the stressed electric utility system 
February 12, 2022 
 
Llewellyn King discusses the challenges ahead for the stressed electric utility system with David Naylor, 
president and CEO, Rayburn Electric Cooperative, and Peter Londa, president and CEO, Tantalus 
Systems. 
 
A novel college model: A degree combining one of the building trades and liberal arts 
February 5, 2022 
 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello discuss the novel approach to college education 
offered at the American College of the Building Arts in Charleston, South Carolina with Chief 
Academic Officer A. Wade Razzi. 



Decarbonization, weather, and other pressures on utilities 
January 28, 2022 
 
Llewellyn King discusses decarbonization, weather, politics, and other pressures on utilities with Robert 
Gee, president of Gee Strategies Group, and energy writer Rod Kuckro. 
 
The English Revolution’s influence on the U.S. Constitution 
January 22, 2022 
 
With moves by 15 states to call a convention of the states, hosts Llewellyn King and Linda Gasparello 
talk to James D.R. Philips, author of “Two Revolutions and the Constitution: How the English and 
American Revolutions Produced the American Constitution.“ 
 
Green freight future 
January 15, 2022 
 
Llewellyn King talks about the drive to zero-emissions freight with Asher Bennett, founder and CEO of 
Tevva, and Rick Davis, partner at Stonecourt Capital. 
 
Can Americans build unity in 2022? 
January 8, 2022  
Llewellyn King discusses whether Americans can build unity in 2022 with Richard Arenberg, 
Visiting Professor of Political Science at Brown University and Clinton Vince, Chair of the U.S. Energy 
Practice of Dentons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE ALLEGHENY FRONT 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

Episode for March 25, 2022 
A proposed rule would limit 2 PFAS chemicals, linked to a long list of health problems, in drinking 
water in Pennsylvania. An outbreak of avian flu in Pa. could threaten poultry flocks, big and small. An 
artist gives her view of the Delaware River. Plus, more fines for U.S. Steel and a leak at Shell's ethane 
cracker. 

Episode for March 18, 2022 
We take an electric car for a trial run and answer your questions. Pennsylvania sets a PFAS limit for 
drinking water. And, a birding advocate wants to make outdoor spaces more accessible and equitable for 
all. Plus, a fed-up pipeline activist is running for governor. 

Episode for March 11, 2022 
New glass recycling dropoff locations opened in Allegheny County. We look at why some 
municipalities don't recycle glass at the curb. And, we talk to a longtime environmental leader about her 
career and why she's still hopeful. Plus, more fines for U.S. Steel. 

Episode for March 4, 2022 
Pennsylvania's natural gas producers see an opportunity in Europe to replace Russian gas. A new 
UN climate report warns the window to act is quickly closing. Mental health professionals are figuring 
out how to get resources to people struggling with the climate crisis. Plus, a new report on aging 
infrastructure that can be bad fish and dangerous for people: dams. 

Episode for February 25, 2022 
We ask: Could Philadelphia use geothermal energy to meet its climate goals? And, a new book of poetry 
explores the damage that people have done to each other and nature. Vultures may have a bad name, but 
they serve an important function. Plus, the construction of the Mariner East pipeline is finally complete. 

Episode for February 18, 2022 
The federal infrastructure law will give $330 million to Pa. to clean up abandoned oil/gas wells. Plus, 
the Supreme Court is set to hear a case about regulating greenhouse gas emissions that could have big 
implications. And, a conversation with Pennsylvania's first director of outdoor recreation. 

Episode for February 11, 2022 
Severe winter storms can make running a business more unpredictable. But what's the climate 
connection? And, a new book contrasts Western conservation with Indigenous science. We check out 
what it's like to live on an island in the Great Lakes. Plus, debunking myths about the spotted lanternfly. 



Episode for February 4, 2022 
A study finds the elderly living near fracking sites have a higher risk of dying prematurely. Plus, a 
pipeline company is charged with environmental crimes. A climate reporter wants to hear from you. 
And, a look at the role of fire at the New River Gorge National Park and Preserve. 

Episode for January 28, 2022 
Plaintiffs in a federal lawsuit against U.S. Steel asked a judge to find the company violated the Clean Air 
Act 12,000 times after a 2018 fire. A rare but deadly virus carried by deer ticks has been found in high 
numbers in a township park. A city kid learns to love winter through a cold and snowy camping trip. 

Episode for January 21, 2022 
How waste coal is fueling Bitcoin in Pennsylvania. A new state report says a third of Pa. streams are 
impaired. A grant will help disadvantaged farmers get conservation assistance in the Chesapeake Bay 
watershed. We take a winter hike to appreciate nature and head to a cabin in the woods to unplug. 

Episode for January 14, 2022 
The life and work of famed biologist E.O. Wilson. A researcher is hoping to fill in the gaps on 
Pennsylvania's bee populations. Black farmers in Pittsburgh are looking to provide fresh, local food in 
an area with no grocery store. A local teen focuses on litter. 

Episode for January 7, 2022 
We talk to a reporter who has chronicled the catastrophic environmental legacy of coal. Advocates hope 
new federal money will help clean up waterways polluted from mine drainage. A startup 
uses technology to make farming easier. The Mariner East pipeline, plagued by delays and 
environmental damage, will soon be finished. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE BOOK SHOW 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 

1/4/2022 30:00 1746 Jodi Picoult is the author of twenty-five internationally bestselling novels. Her 
latest, Wish You Were Here, begins in New York City, March 2020 as young art 
professional Diana O’Toole is about to embark on a trip to the Galapagos with 
her surgical resident boyfriend-soon-to-be-fiancé. But then a virus that felt 
worlds away appears in the city. 

1/11/2022 30:00 1747 Eight friends, one country house, and six months in isolation. Gary Shteyngart's 
latest Our Country Friends is a novel about love, friendship, family, and betrayal 
hailed as a "virtuoso performance" (USA Today) and "an homage to Chekhov 
with four romances and a finale that will break your heart." (The Washington 
Post) 

1/18/2022 30:00 1748 In her new novel of psychological suspense "The Collective," Alison Gaylin 
explores just how far a grieving mother will go to right a tragic wrong. It looks at 
female rage and retribution, the role privilege can play in protection, and the 
fine line between justice and vigilantism. 

1/25/2022 30:00 1749 Anne Tyler discusses her novel "Redhead by the Side of the Road," about 
misperception, second chances, and the sometimes elusive power of human 
connection. 

2/1/2022 30:00 1750 The book “Susan, Linda, Nina & Cokie: The Extraordinary Story of the Founding 
Mothers of NPR” by journalist Lisa Napoli is a group biography of four beloved 
women who fought sexism, covered decades of American news, and whose 
voices defined NPR. 

2/8/2022 30:00 1751 Jason Mott’s "Hell of a Book" won The National Book Award in 2021. It is an 
astounding work of fiction where a Black author sets out on a publicity tour to 
promote his bestselling novel. The book - always deeply honest, at times 
electrically funny -- goes to the heart of racism, police violence, and the hidden 
costs exacted upon Black Americans and America as a whole. 

2/15/2022 30:00 1752 Noah Hawley is the award-winning creator of shows like “Fargo” and “Legion” 
and the bestselling author of “Before the Fall.” His new novel, “Anthem,” is a 
thriller set where America is right now in which a band of unlikely heroes set 
out on a quest to save one innocent life and might end up saving us all. 

2/22/2022 30:00 1753 Brendan Slocumb’s debut thriller, “The Violin Conspiracy,” is a page-turner 
about a Black classical musician’s desperate quest to recover his lost family 
heirloom violin on the eve of the most prestigious musical competition in the 
world. 

3/1/2022 30:00 1754 #1 New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth George and Thomas Lynley, the 
protagonist in her Lynley mystery series, have a long history together. The 
publication of George’s new novel, "Something to Hide," marks the twenty-first 
novel in the series. 

3/8/2022 30:00 1755 Isabel Allende’s new novel “Violeta” is a sweeping epic that tells the story of a 
woman whose life spans one hundred years from 1920–2020 as she bears 
witness to the greatest upheavals of the twentieth century. Allende won 
worldwide acclaim in 1982 with the publication of her first novel, “The House of 



the Spirits.” 
3/15/2022 30:00 1756 Booker Prize–winning author Roddy Doyle’s latest is Life Without Children. The 

book is a warm and witty portrait of our pandemic lives, told in ten 
heartrending short stories. Love and marriage. Children and family. Death and 
grief. Life touches everyone the same. But living under lockdown, it changes us 
alone. 

3/22/2022 30:00 1757 New Yorker staff writer Susan Orlean gathers a lifetime of musings, meditations, 
and in-depth profiles about animals in her new collection, “On Animals.” Orlean 
has been hailed as “a national treasure” by The Washington Post and is the 
author of the New York Times bestseller “The Library Book.” 

3/29/2022 30:00 1758 "The Magician" is the tenth novel from Colm Tóibín, the Booker Prize winning 
author of "The Master" and "Brooklyn." "The Magician" is an intimate portrait 
of one of the 20th century's most intriguing literary figures, Thomas Mann. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COUNTERSPIN 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

March 25, 2022 
Carol Anderson on History, Race and Democracy 

It’s a good time to recall that we had a war in this country in which many people declared that they 
cared more about white supremacy. 

March 18, 2022 
Shireen Al-Adeimi on Yemen, David Arkush on Fed Climate Veto 

Yemen is not a rhetorical device. It’s a country of human beings in crisis. 

March 11, 2022 
Khury Petersen-Smith on Economic Sanctions, Greg LeRoy on Amazon Subsidies 

Economic pressure is presented as a way of avoiding violence. But there’s a problem with seeing 
sanctions as an alternative to war. 

March 4, 2022 
Braxton Brewington on Student Loan Debt, Andy Marra on Trans Youth Rights 

Is what we call “higher” education an individual investment or a public good? The way news media talk 
about it could be decisive. 

February 25, 2022 
Joseph Torres on Tulsa Massacre 

  This week on CounterSpin: Black History Month has always been something of a double-edged sword: 
It implies that Black history is somehow not “history,” that it has to be shoehorned in, “artificially,” to 
garner any value, with the corollary implication that if you choose to ignore it, you aren’t missing 
anything crucial. The idea […] 

February 18, 2022 
Bryce Greene on Ukraine 

Understanding the Ukraine crisis involves letting go of the storyline in which the US equals benevolent 
democracy and Russia equals craven imperialism. 

February 11, 2022 
Rakeen Mabud on Supply Chain Breakdown 

Why has the system broken down? You could say media’s reluctance to critically break down systems is 
itself a system problem. 



February 4, 2022 
Steven Rosenfeld on Arizona ‘Audit,’ Sohale Mortazavi on Cryptocurrency 

The  spate of new election-meddling laws proposed in Arizona suggests that looking away from 
Trumpists’ “audit” is not the answer. 

January 28, 2022 
Natalia Renta on Puerto Rico Debt Deal 

A judge has approved a debt restructuring deal for Puerto Rico and the deal’s architects are saying it 
means a “new day” for the territory. 

January 21, 2022 
Jordan Chariton on Flint Water Crisis, Maurice Carney on Lumumba Assassination 

While corporate media have largely let the water crisis in Flint go, the story isn’t over, nor has justice 
been served. 

January 14, 2022 
Pardiss Kebriaei on Guantánamo Prisoners 

We are a long way from understanding the full meaning of Guantánamo. But we can get the remaining 
detainees out. 

January 7, 2022 
Craig Aaron on Local Journalism, Barbara Briggs on Workplace Disasters 

The loss of an information source—a particular place for debate, for conversation, on issues relevant to 
you—is incalculable, but very real.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THIS WAY OUT 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

 
March 29, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.#1774: Judge Jackson Replies & Queer Youth at the Gates! 
 
US Supreme Court nominee Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson withstands her confirmation hearings despite 
the anti-marriage equality and transphobic “questioning” from Republican senators.  
The penchant of some LGBTQ gatekeepers to shun those they judge to be “not queer enough” creates 
new barriers for young people just coming out or questioning their identities is critiqued by OutCasting 
Overtime. 
 
And in NewsWrap: Singapore conducts public opinion survey on sodomy law repeal, Italian court 
approves country’s first non-binary identification, Texas appeals court blocks “child abuse” 
investigations into parents of trans children, Lone Star Attorney General calls Austin schools’ Pride 
Week plans "immoral and illegal,” protests proliferate over Florida’s dangling “Don’t Say Gay” bill 
until it’s signed by Gov. DeSantis, trans athlete ban vetoes face overrides in Indiana and Utah, Kentucky 
clerk guilty of violating constitutional rights of marriage license-seeking gay couples, and more 
international LGBTQ news. 

 
March 22, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Episode#1773: Trans Turmoil in Texas! 
 
Deep in the heart of Texas, loving parents face traumatizing politically-motivated “child abuse” 
investigations into the treatment of their transgender children with gender-affirming healthcare. 
Activists, constitutional law experts and doctors dissect the issues, and some of the victims of the 
frightening official overreach that’s spreading to other Republican-controlled U.S. states tell their 
stories. 
 
And in NewsWrap: U.K. Privy Council upholds marriage equality bans in Bermuda and the Caymans, 
Kosovo’s Parliament uncivil on partnership proposal, Guatemala’s Congress kills illiberal anti-
LGBTQ/anti-abortion bill, Russia’s detention of WNBA’s Griner goes into overtime, “Don’t Say Gay” 
loses in major U.S. opinion poll, Disney workers protest Mouse’s bond with Republican rats, New York 
students do say “gay” in national solidarity, and more international LGBTQ news in the March 21, 2022 
edition! 

 
March 15, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.#1772: Florida: Saying the Gay Away? 
 
Florida’s “Parental Rights in Education Bill” is ripe for Governor Ron DeSantis’ signature, but activists 
like The Trevor Project’s Amit Paley and U.S. Treasury Secretary Pete Buttigieg’s husband Chasten, 
Walt Disney workers Dana Terrace and Benjamin Siemon and their boss Bob Chapek, state Senators 
Anna Eskamani and Shevrin Jones, and the ACLU’s Chase Strangio still insist on the right to say “gay” 
in classroom discussions. 



Plus: lesbian Saturday Night Live icon Kate McKinnon suggests a way around the “Don’t Say Gay” bill! 
 
And in NewsWrap: Guatemala’s president rejects marriage equality ban, Ukrainian queers band together 
against Putin’s invasion, hackers strike Bulgaria broadcasters with Putin clown image, basketball star 
Griner’s Russian detention concerns U.S. congress members, Texas and Biden clash over state anti-trans 
witch hunt, Idaho and Oklahoma bills target trans youth gender healthcare, South Dakota and Tennessee 
catch “don’t say gay” fever, and more international LGBTQ news reported this week by Marcos Najera 
and David Hunt (produced by Brian DeShazor). 
 
March 8, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.#1771: Ukraine’s Queer Warriors & U.S. Trans Wars 
 
LGBTQ people (including human rights activist Olena Shevchenko in Kyiv) come forward to fight and 
render assistance to keep Ukraine from falling into (more) homophobic hands as Russia invades! 
 
Republican-controlled state governments expand their assault on trans kids and queer families (with 
comments from White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki, the ACLU’s Chase Strangio, Texas Values 
attorney Jonathan Saenz, defense attorney Paul Castillo, Governors Kim Reynolds, Kristi Noem and 
Jared Polis, Virginia activist Carol Schall and U.S. President Joe Biden). 
 
And in NewsWrap: Singapore high court dismisses sodomy repeal case, "indeterminate" Colombian 
wins nonbinary government ID, Yucatan finalizes marriage equality, Australia’s Morrison calls 
targeting trans youth "terrific,” queers won’t be there for China’s "Friends" fans, and more international 
LGBTQ news reported this week by Joe Boehnlein and Tanya Kane-Parry (produced by Brian 
DeShazor). 
 
March 1, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.#1770: U.S. Supreme Court Queer Interconnections 
 
The many complex consequences — unintended and intended — for LGBTQ rights and more as the 
U.S. Supreme Court considers reproductive freedom are analyzed by veteran journalist Lisa Keen 
(interviewed by Christopher Beale of “Out In The Bay.”) 
 
Pardoned presidential con man Steve Bannon and mercenary maven Erik Prince explain why it’s right 
for the U.S. right to love Putin’s Russia! 
 
And in NewsWrap: anti-LGBTQ hit squads said to follow Putin’s Ukraine invasion, queer Chechen 
siblings jailed for online youth activism, India’s Medical Commission calls for prosecution of 
conversion therapists, Mexico’s first non-binary birth certificate issued, Florida’s House won’t say gay, 
and more international LGBTQ news reported this week by Elena Botkin-Levy and Michael LeBeau 
(produced by Brian DeShazor). 

 
 
 
 
 



February 22, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.# 1769: Quack Therapy Bans & Olympic Wins 
 
Israel’s Health Ministry bars medical professionals from practicing counseling and/or prayer aimed at 
changing a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity, and New Zealand’s Parliament prohibits such 
discredited “conversion therapy” after an emotional debate that included a speech by Green rainbow 
spokesperson MP Dr. Elizabeth Kerekere. 
 
The victories of Team LGBTQ at the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing bring to mind our first encounter 
with Outsports.com co-founder Cyd Zeigler (a “This Way Out Rewind” from February 2002 with Rita 
Gonzalez). 
 
ONE Magazine’s original stocking-stuffer that jingled 1950s bells is a “Rainbow Minute” gift (read by 
Robey Martin, produced by Judd Proctor and Brian Burns).  
And in NewsWrap: the EuroCourt okays blocking funds to rights-violating Hungary and Poland, a 
Russian court rebuffs liquidation of a major queer rights group, Kuwait’s high court overturns an anti-
trans “imitating the opposite sex” law, Thailand’s parliament passes the marriage equality buck to the 
Cabinet, the U.S. LGBTQ-identified population surges in the latest Gallup Poll, and more international 
LGBTQ news reported this week by Michael Taylor-Gray and MR Raquel (produced by Brian 
DeShazor). 
 
February 15, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.#1768: AUS MP Fights Religious Bias & Activism Inspiration! 
 
Family tragedy and his son’s non-conformity inform Australian M.P. Stephen Jones’ moving speech as 
P.M. Scott Morrison’s “Religious Discrimination Bill” is debated. 
 
The recent death of Archbishop Desmond Tutu gets the youth commentators of OutCasting Overtime 
about the true meaning of being an activist (“OutCaster” Tim, produced by Marc Sophos). 
 
And in NewsWrap: Poland "protects" students with anti-queer curriculum cops, Florida advances "Don't 
Say Gay" with Tennessee right behind, U.S. Senate confirms first lesbian of color to ambassador-level 
job, Cardinal Hollerith calls for Roman Catholic Church change on homosexuality, Indian officials want 
to get the "GAY" out of Gaya, and more international LGBTQ news reported this week by Wendy 
Natividad and John Dyer V (produced by Brian DeShazor). 
 
February 8, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Ep.# 1767: Banning Queer Books and LGBTQ Students! 
 
The mayor of Ridgeland, Mississippi decides on his own for religious reasons not to release approved 
funding for the county library until it removes LGBTQ-related books, but other local officials and the 
community are up in arms! 
 
A Christian primary-secondary school in Brisbane is forced to withdraw an enrollment contract sent to 
parents that called homosexuality “sinful” and required students to be admitted on the basis of their 
“biological sex.”  



Excerpts from her historic keynote address at the 1976 Democratic National Convention illustrate a 
“Rainbow Minute” biography of U.S. Representative Barbara Jordan (read by Candace Gingrich, 
produced by Judd Proctor and Brian Burns). 
 
And in NewsWrap: Ghanaian Anglican Bishops reverse support for anti-LGBTQ bill, Uganda’s “Kill 
the Gays” Lokodo dies, Iran hangs two men for same-gender sex, Hungarian court okays newspaper’s 
pedophilia smear against lesbian group, South Dakota Republicans boot trans kids from sports, and 
elementary school pulls child’s “Gay Is OK” artwork citing Nazi flag parallel, and more international 
LGBTQ news reported this week by Tanya Kane-Parry and Marcos Najera (produced by Brian 
DeShazor). 
 
February 1, 2022 
This Way Out Radio #1766: Don't Say Gay, Trans Quiz Queen, Candy Man! 
 
A Florida House committee passes a “Parental Rights in Education” bill to outlaw encouraging the 
discussion of LGBTQ issues in primary grades, but Equality Florida’s Brandon Wolf and educator 
Chasten Buttigieg (husband of the U.S. Transportation Secretary) are fighting back! 
 
Trans Jeopardy! champion Amy Schneider’s monumental winning streak breaks records in both 
episodes and cash (interviewed by George Stephanopoulos of ABC-TV’s “Good Morning America”)! 
 
When redesigned M&M’s mascots put Fox News host Tucker Carlson into sugar shock, Ms. Green 
(voice actress Larissa Murray) offers her candied criticism. 
 
A Pennsylvania town’s newly Republican-controlled Borough Council revokes its LGBTQ-inclusive 
anti-discrimination ordinance over the objections of a hundred citizens who spoke out to support it. 
 
And in NewsWrap: Botswana accepts court repeal of anti-queer sex law, Namibian High Court's 
marriage equality denial supports rights, Hong Kong demands full trans surgery for legal ID change, 
France bans conversion therapy, Pope encourages parents to support their LGBTQ children, Football 
Australia fines Melbourne's team for homophobic fans, Mexican Football Federation bans anti-queer 
taunting, LGBTQA soccer fans sue Chicago stadium for uncontrolled homophobia, "Skyfall's" villain 
becomes Bond girl for birthday surprise, and more international LGBTQ news reported this week by 
Tanya Kane-Parry and Marcos Najera (produced by Brian DeShazor). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 25, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1765: TikTok Action & Query for Republicans! 

A gay Syracuse, N.Y. high school student’s “senior spotlight” moment turns a beam on homophobia 
when he reveals on TikTok that the principal tried to censor his sexuality (Tyler Johnson, his mother 
Pamela Custer, Tully Schools Supervisor Robert Hughes and school social worker Kyle Taranto). 

An OutCasting Overtime queer youth commentary raises pertinent issues for LGBTQ and allied 
conservatives who support anti-queer politicians (OutCaster Tim, produced by Marc Sophos). 

And in NewsWrap: Chile’s new Cabinet boasts two queer members, Honduras’ high court shuns 
marriage equality plaintiffs, Taiwanese gay dads finalize nation’s first co-adoption, Japanese gay man 
sues for marriage to his Taiwanese partner, U.S. trans youth remain in state Republican crosshairs, 
parodied Pence bunny hops across Rainbow Bridge, Brigham Young University probed by feds for anti-
queer bias, and more international LGBTQ news reported this week by Michael LeBeau and Melanie 
Keller (produced by Brian DeShazor). 

January 18, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1764: Cavallo on Defense & Jenkins in Charge 

Adelaide United footballer Josh Cavallo’s demand for redress after receiving anti-LGBTQ verbal abuse 
from Melbourne fans gets the full-throated support of team CEO Nathan Kosmina. 

Long-time Black activist Andrea Jenkins of Minneapolis, Minnesota is unanimously elected the first 
trans City Council President in the United States (featuring a 2014 interview with KFAI-Twin Cities 
“Fresh Fruit’s” Dixie Treichel, and Jenkins’s 2020 comments on the murder of George Floyd). 

“Pose” star MJ Rodriguez celebrates her Best Actress in a TV Drama Golden Globe — a first for a trans 
woman. 

And in NewsWrap: Greece and France accept blood from queer male donors, Poland proposes censoring 
"immoral" education, Orban ties Hungary's anti-queer vote to re-election bid, Germany appoints 
commissioner for sexual and gender diversity, South Korean court denies queer spousal health benefits, 
Sydney’s gay Gentoo pair models perfect penguin parenting, and more international LGBTQ news 
reported this week by Elena Botkin-Levy and Wenzel Jones (produced by Brian DeShazor). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 11, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1763: Denise Ho Jailed & Farewell, bell hooks 

Denise Ho has been on Beijing’s bad list since the lesbian Cantopop star came out in 2012, then the 
Hong Kong democracy advocate spoke at the UN Human Rights Council, and now her free press 
activism has led to her arrest. 

Black feminist theorist bell hooks leaves behind the challenge “Why Choose to Love?” and Professor 
Beverly Guy-Sheftall remembers her prolific friend. 

And in NewsWrap: Senegal legislature nixes tougher anti-queer laws, two tortured Tunisian gays seek 
sex crime repeal, U.K. expands "Turing's Law" pardon eligibility, Israel opens surrogacy services to 
queer couples, Taiwan court grants adoption rights to gay co-dad, Cuba proposes new pro-marriage 
equality Family Code, India’s major matchmaking site opens to LGBTQ hopefuls, and more 
international LGBTQ news! 

January 3, 2022 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1762: Queer "Out-comes"(Pt. 2) & Grammy Preview 

Three more celebrities who made news by coming out in 2021: Australian footballer Josh Cavallo, 
Cassandra Peterson (“Yours Cruelly, Elvira”) and actor/political activist Kal Penn (“You Can’t Be 
Serious”) (part two of two). 

LGBTQ nominees for this year’s Grammy Awards are enumerated in “Queer Music Focus” (Steve 
Sims, producer). 

(“NewsWrap” returns next week.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Best of Our Knowledge 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 
1/7/2022 30:00 1633 A few weeks back we spoke about the murder of Emmett Till and what it 

meant to the civil rights movement. But history tends to repeat itself. Today 
on the Best of Our Knowledge, a story about a lesser known casualty of the 
Jim Crow south. 

1/14/2022 30:00 1634 When Apollo 11 landing on the moon they indeed stepped where no man 
has gone before. But once they got there, they didn’t go far. Today on the 
Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll learn about the development of the lunar 
rover, and how that opened up the later Apollo missions with lunar road 
trips. 

1/21/2022 30:00 1635 Let’s get this part out of the way first: yes, Dr. Mark Vonnegut is Kurt 
Vonnegut Jr’s son. And today we are going to talk about a new book that he 
has written. But this isn’t the great American novel, this is the story of his 40 
years as a pediatrician. In those years he has seen massive changes in the 
American medical system, both good and bad. The name of the book is “The 
Heart of Caring – A Life in Pediatrics”. Dr. Vonnegut is still a practicing 
pediatrician living in Milton, Massachusetts. 

1/28/2022 30:00 1636 At-home testing for infectious diseases is a hot topic. The President has 
authorized the purchase of millions of at-home COVID-19 tests for 
Americans, but at-home testing is not new. At home tests for HIV and other 
sexually transmitted infections are already available, although they are a bit 
controversial. A number of questions remain regarding at-home test 
accuracy and ability to impact patient outcomes and public health while 
protecting patient privacy. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we'll have a 
discussion with two laboratory scientists about the good, the bad, and the 
"we don't quite know yet" of at home testing. 

2/4/2022 30:00 1637 With extending the child tax credit still a big topic on the news, a report from 
an ongoing clinical trial suggests that children of mothers who get regular 
cash assistance have enhanced brain development…and the more cash the 
better. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear from one of the 
study’s authors. 

2/11/2022 30:00 1638 Teachers are getting burned out and leaving the profession in droves. A new 
survey released this month from the National Education Association 
illustrates this problem with hard data. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, 
we’ll talk about the problem with the leader of the nation’s largest teacher’s 
union. 

2/18/2022 30:00 1639 When Betsy Ross designed that flag with 13 stars and 13 stripes, everyone at 
the time knew there was a lot more land out there and there would likely be 
additions coming. However, at the time, there was already a functioning 
14th colony on the Gulf Coast and it had changed hands between Spain and 
Great Britain a few times…with France in there around the edges. Today on 
the Best of Our Knowledge, we open up our own history class and take 
another look at West Florida, the forgotten 14th colony.We’ll also spend an 



Academic Minute with some transgender history. 
2/25/2022 30:00 1640 What makes you happy? It’s a question that has an unlimited number of 

answers. But the real question should probably be what makes you happier? 
That’s the one that Randye Kaye asks in her new book called “Happier Made 
Simple - Choose Your Words, Change Your Life." In the book she asks 
questions and offers some guidance not to find total happiness…but to find 
ways to find a bit of happier. 

3/4/2022 30:00 1641 After school programs around the country are having the same issue as a lot 
of business: finding enough qualified staff members. This was a problem 
even before the pandemic, but a new survey from the Afterschool Alliance 
shows 87% of afterschool programs are concerned about finding and 
keeping staff, and more than half have had to put interested families on 
waiting lists. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, a discussion on the 
current state of after school programs. 

3/11/2022 30:00 1642 Being an adolescent comes with temptations, frustrations and a ton of mixed 
messages. So going it alone shouldn’t really be an option. Today on the Best 
of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk about the importance of having that one 
trusted adult. 

3/18/2022 30:00 1643 Scientists and Alzheimer’s disease have been doing battle for decades and so 
far, the disease has been winning. But there are strides being made for 
earlier and non-invasive ways to detect the condition. Now there is new 
technology ready for clinical testing that could provide that elusive 
biomarker. The research on the device was spearheaded by Dr. James 
Arruda, a professor of Psychology at the University of West Florida. We'll talk 
about this new technology. 

3/25/2022 30:00 1644 For many people getting back to nature means planting a garden, and that’s 
actually a really good place to start. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, 
saving the planet, one garden at a time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Media Project 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 
1/2/2022 30:00 1596 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, former 

Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New 
York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and WAMC’s News Director Ian Pickus. This week 
the panel discusses the New York Times and the state judge that upheld his block on 
their coverage of Project Veritas. We also discuss both-sides journalism and emotional 
broadcasters. 

1/9/2022 30:00 1597 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor Rex Smith, former Editor of 
the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, Judy Patrick, and Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct 
Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rosemary, 
Judy and Rex, talk about how the media should cover the threat to democracy in 
America, a listener letter about storm coverage, and much more. 

1/16/2022 30:00 1598 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Barbara 
Lombardo, former Editor of the Saratogian and a Journalism Professor at the University 
at Albany, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Barbara, Ira and Rex, talk about the dynamic between member stations 
and NPR, whether journalism is primarily serving the elite, how the press is framing the 
economy, and much more. 

1/23/2022 30:00 1599 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, former 
Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New 
York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and 
Adjunct Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Judy, 
Rosemary and Ira talk President Joe Biden’s press conference, protections for journalists, 
and a big merger between a newspaper and public radio in Chicago. 

1/30/2022 30:00 1600 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current columnist Rex 
Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at the University 
at Albany, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Rosemary, Ira and Rex talk about reporters in danger, ESPN’s decision not 
to send reporters to the Olympics, President Biden being caught criticizing a Fox News 
journalist on a hot mic, and much more. 

2/6/2022 30:00 1601 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current columnist Rex 
Smith, former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development 
for the New York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and Barbara Lombardo, former Editor 
of the Saratogian and a Journalism Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s 
Media Project, Alan, Judy, Barbara and Rex talk about the power of non-profit media, 
whether reporting on President Biden too negative, and much more. 

2/13/2022 30:00 1602 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current columnist Rex 
Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at the University 
at Albany and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Rosemary, Ira and Rex talk about the effort in Congress to provide financial 
relief to local news, whether coverage of former President Donald Trump too much, the 
libel suit against the New York Times, and much more. 



2/20/2022 30:00 1603 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current columnist Rex 
Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at the University 
at Albany , and Barbara Lombardo, former Editor of the Saratogian and a Journalism 
Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rosemary, 
Barbara and Rex talk about Sarah Palin’s lawsuit against the New York Times, New York 
City Mayor Eric Adams blasts the press over racial bias, and much more. 

2/27/2022 30:00 1604 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Substack 
columnist Rex Smith, former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial 
Development for the New York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and Daily Freeman 
Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Judy, Ira and Rex talk 
about media coverage of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, why those CNN executives 
were fired, what Donald Trump and the Kardashians have in common, and much more. 

3/6/2022 30:00 1605 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Substack 
columnist Rex Smith, former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial 
Development for the New York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and Rosemary Armao, 
Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at the University at. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Judy, Rosemary and Rex talk about how social media coverage is 
influencing coverage of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, how to get 50,000 new 
journalists covering local news, and much more. 

3/13/2022 30:00 1606 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Substack 
columnist Rex Smith, Barbara Lombardo, former Editor of the Saratogian and a 
Journalism Professor at the University at Albany and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus 
Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Barbara, Ira and Rex talk about the 
relationship between public sentiment for the Ukrainian people and how it’s being 
covered in the media, the difficulty of media coverage in times of war, your letters and 
much more. 

3/20/2022 30:00 1607 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Substack 
columnist Rex Smith, former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial 
Development for the New York Press Association, Judy Patrick, and former Times Union 
Associate Editor Mike Spain. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Judy, Mike and Rex talk 
about what’s going on in Ukraine, the brave journalists who are covering it, using beer to 
draw younger listeners to public radio and much more. 

3/27/2022 30:00 1608 With WAMC’s CEO Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld, 
Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at the University, and 
WAMC News Director Ian Pickus. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Ira, Rosemary and 
Ian talk about how the media is covering the war in Ukraine and the Supreme Court 
hearings, and whether profanity has become more acceptable in the media. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
51% 

1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 
January 1 – March 30, 2022 

 
DATE TIME SHOW # TOPICS 
1/5/2022 30:00 1694 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Sangeetha Kowsik, a Hindu Chaplain at 

New York University, as part of our series speaking with women religious 
leaders and scholars. Kowsik discusses the multitude of ways Hinduism is 
practiced, her love of pujas, and her thoughts on how the religion is depicted 
in popular culture. 

1/12/2022 30:00 1695 On this week’s 51%, we wrap our series speaking with women religious 
leaders and scholars. Dr. Sh. Haifaa Younis discusses her work at the Jannah 
Institute, an Islamic school for women. Uzma Popal, director of the Capital 
Region’s Muslim Soup Kitchen Project, shares how charity is a pillar of her 
faith. And Stanford University’s Dr. Amina Darwish challenges the perception 
of Muslim women in the U.S. 

1/19/2022 30:00 1696 On this week’s 51%, we hit the books. University of Virginia Professor Andrea 
Press explains how today’s media can better represent women in her book, 
Media-Ready Feminism and Everyday Sexism. And Dr. Sharon Ufberg speaks 
with Take the Lead’s Gloria Feldt about her latest title, “Intentioning: Sex, 
Power, Pandemics, and How Women Will Take the Lead for Everyone’s 
Good.” 

1/26/2022 30:00 1697 On this week’s 51% — why is the beginning of the year such a big time for 
divorce? We speak with attorney Lauren Hunt to learn more about the 
divorce process and dispel some of the myths. We also speak with Sarah 
Armstrong, author of The Mom’s Guide to a Good Divorce, on how to keep 
kids at the forefront during the change. 

2/2/2022 30:00 1698 On this week’s 51%, we’re talking women in sports. Professor Amy Bass of 
Manhattanville College shares her thoughts on the 2022 Winter Olympics in 
Beijing. We speak with two-time Olympian Tricia Mangan as she heads to the 
slopes, and Ithaca College Professor Ellen Staurowsky discusses the 
upcoming 50th anniversary of Title IX. 

2/9/2022 30:00 1699 Sandra Day O’Connor became the first female Supreme Court Justice in 1981, 
but before that there was a long history of female candidates waiting in the 
wings. On this week’s 51%, we discuss the honors and limits of being 
shortlisted with the authors of Shortlisted: Women in the Shadows of the 
Supreme Court. We also take a look at President Biden’s shortlist, following 
his pledge to nominate the first Black woman to the Supreme Court. 

2/16/2022 30:00 1700 On this week's 51%, we sit down with Dr. Alice Green, founder and director 
of Albany’s Center for Law and Justice, to discuss her new book We Who 
Believe in Freedom: Activism and the Struggle for Social Justice. 

2/23/2022 30:00 1701 On this week’s 51%, we speak with University at Albany professor Dr. Janell 
Hobson about the life and work of Harriet Tubman, and a new project with 
Ms. magazine to mark Tubman’s 200th birthday. We also speak with author 
Tracey Michae’l Lewis-Giggetts about her book Black Joy: Stories of 
Resistance, Resilience, and Restoration. 



3/2/2022 30:00 1702 On this week’s 51%, we finally get out of the house. We speak with travel 
agent Jean Gagnon about how to plan ahead this vacation season; cyclist and 
self-proclaimed “worldwide nomad” Rachel Yaseen discusses the drive 
behind her adventures; and Dr. Sharon Ufberg interviews Amanda Black, 
founder of the Solo Female Traveler Network. 

3/9/2022 30:00 1703 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Gayatri Patel of the Women’s Refugee 
Commission about how the U.S. can better promote gender equality in its 
response to humanitarian crises. Also, Dr. Sharon Ufberg speaks with Karyn 
Gerson of Project Kesher about the organization’s efforts to support women 
impacted by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

3/16/2022 30:00 1704 On this week’s 51%, we discuss the inflammatory condition endometriosis: 
what it is, what it looks like, and how it’s treated. We also speak with Linda 
Griffith, scientific director of the MIT Center for Gynepathology Research, 
about how engineers are working to better understand the disease. 

3/23/2022 30:00 1705 On this week’s 51%, Albany OB GYN Dr. Katherine Cartwright offers her 
guidance for those struggling with infertility, and we speak with Albany 
Medical Center’s Dr. Erica Nicasio about her work monitoring high-risk 
pregnancies. 

3/30/2022 30:00 1706 On this week’s 51%, we recognize Women’s History Month. We learn about 
Sarah Smiley, a controversial Quaker minister who dared to preach to 
women — and men — in the 19th Century, and Nancy Brown of the National 
Collaborative for Women’s History Sites provides a more local lens on the 
women’s suffrage movement. We also stop by the New York State Museum 
to learn about a new initiative to expand its collection on women’s sports. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Scholar’s Circle 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 30, 2022 
 

Scholars’ Circle – Ketanji Brown Jackson nomination for the US Supreme Court – March 27, 
2022  

In what ways is the nomination of Ketanji Brown Jackson historic? What impact will having a former 
criminal defense attorney on the Supreme Court have on future rulings or on dissents? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Black Women Intellectuals how they empowered the civil rights struggle – 
March 20, 2022  

What role have black women played in the civil rights era and black empowerment in addressing issues 
of white supremacy? We explore the importance of black women intellectuals, the way in which they 
have framed the scholarship, the analysis, and policies. [ dur: 34mins. ] 

Several states have passed legislation barring teaching critical race theory in public schools. Today we 
explore critical race theory and how race is taught. How should academics proceed in light of the 
political backlash to teaching about race? [ dur: 22mins. ]  

Scholars’ Circle – Sanctions, what we learned from it’s use and impact on Russia – March 13, 
2022  

Just how effective are sanctions? How are they used and what exactly do they entail? Can sanctions be 
applied in a way that they would not cause harm to citizens? And what does sanctions research suggest 
about their impact on Russia following its invasion of Ukraine. 

Scholars’ Circle – The Human Rights issues in Russia’s invasion of Ukraine – March 6, 2022  

We discuss the situation on the ground in Ukraine, human rights violations, such as war crimes, and 
what is needed to end the war. [ dur: 29mins. ] 

Ukrainian refugees are fleeing the war by the hundreds of thousands. Poland is their most common 
destination. How is Poland responding and what does this mean for its refugee policies? We explore the 
refugee crisis and its impact on Poland. [ dur: 29mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Russia Attacks Ukraine – February 27, 2022  

Russia attacked Ukraine this week. What does this mean for the region and the world? What are the 
international reactions to this invasion? What should be the international response? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 



Scholars’ Circle – Military coup d’état – History and reasons for it’s emergence – February 20, 
2022  

Military coups have increased over the last year and a half. What is driving this challenge to democracy? 
How concerned should we be? Regional organizations and powerful states have sometimes played 
important roles in averting takeovers by military coups. How successful have they been? How can they 
improve? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – American Common Ground with Public Land Uses – History and Reform 
Opportunities – February 13, 2022  

Over 600 million acres of land is collectively owned by the American people. What is the history of 
public lands and how is the contemporary discourses about public lands framed by this history? We 
interview the author of a new book on the history of public lands in the US. [ dur: 34mins. ] 

Public lands are one of the collectively owned riches of Americans. How does this history influence our 
contemporary debates on public land use? How has President Joe Biden advanced the cause of public 
lands and how is this different from other presidents? [ dur: 24mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Politics of Eroding and Sustaining Democracy in USA – February 6, 2022  

Democracy is eroding in the United States? What are the causes and what should be done? Is the erosion 
of democracy because of political elites and specifically the reaction of the Republican Party to the 2020 
election? Or does it run deeper? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Conflict hot spots: Ukraine and Yemen – January 30, 2022 

Conflict hot spots are popping up all around the world. We discuss two of them. 

Is Russia acting out of aggression or self-defense in its threats against Ukraine? [ dur: 28mins. ] 

The Houthis in Yemen launched drone strikes against the United Arab Emirates this week. Is this a new 
round of escalation in that ongoing and devastating war? 

We will explore the new escalations in the civil war in Yemen. [ dur: 30mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Attacks on the Legitimacy and Independence of Courts in United States – 
January 23, 2022 

The attacks on the legitimacy and independence of courts in the United States is increasing. 

What are these attacks? Where are they coming from? And what might be the effect on justice in 
America? [ dur: 58mins. ] 



Scholars’ Circle – Why Strong Leaders in Democracy are not the best Leaders; Critique on 
Pharma, Patient and Doctor Relationship – January 16, 2022 

First, our guest argues that strong leaders are not necessarily the best leaders, particularly for 
democracies. What does history tell us about the best kind of leader for society? This is part one of a two 
part interview. [ dur: 21 mins. ] 

Then, on the scholars’ circle panel, many observers argue, that the economic forces are corrupting 
medical care and eroding the trust between patients and their doctors. The problems in health care 
delivery have wide implications related to how health care should function particularly when there are 
limited resources. We examine the ethics of medicine and healthcare, and the modern day issues that 
complicate them. [ dur: 37 mins. ] 

Scholars’ Circle – Kazakhstan Protests and Government Violence ; Omicron Variant Rages and 
Global Vaccine Distribution Issues – January 9, 2022 

Kazakhstan has erupted in protests and government violence this week. We explore the potential that 
these protests leads to greater democratization in this authoritarian government, and detail its recent 
human rights abuses.[ dur: 34mins. ] 

Vaccine hesitancy slows the effective response to Covid 19 in the Global North. Lack of vaccine  

Scholars’ Circle – Use of Earth’s Magnetic Field by Birds and Animals ; Examining Human’s 
relationship with Animals – January 2, 2022 

First, how do birds, bees, whales and turtles all use the earth’s magnetic field to guide their behavior? [ 
dur: 17mins. ] 

Human history has been drastically changed by our relationship with animals. So much so that our next 
guest says it would be a different world if not for our intimate bonds with animals. How have they 
changed us and the world we live in? [ dur: 41 mins. ] 
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ORANIZATIONS PROMOTED IN LIVE-READ PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS ON WIUP-FM –– 1st  QUARTER 2022 

January 1-March 31, 2022 
 

LOCAL & REGIONAL: 
Aging Services Incorporated 
Al-Anon 
Alice Paul House 
Indiana County Humane Society 
Indiana Free Library 
The Open Door 
PA Department of Public Welfare 
Society of St. Vincent DePaul 
Southwestern PA Legal Services 
UCP of Central PA 
Visiting Nurse Association of Indiana County 
 
NATIONAL: 
American Cancer Society 
American Diabetes Association 
American Dietetic Association 
American Heart Association 
Cancer Research and Prevention Foundation 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Crime Prevention Coalition of America 
Hispanic Scholarship Fund 
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation 
MET Life Foundation 
National Association for the Education of Young Children 
National Institute on Aging 
National Kidney Foundation 
National Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society 
Parent Education Network 
Produce for Better Health Foundation 
Project Safe Neighborhoods 
Save the Children 
Stroke Association 
Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund 
US Department of Agriculture 
US Department of Justice 
USA Freedom Corps 
US Peace Corps 
US Surgeon General  
 


